
EXTRACT

From The Sporting Life of John ‘Jack’ O’Hara 

The Australian team for Berlin was also strapped for finance, as in 1932 
when a team of only 12 members competed in Los Angeles, the smallest 
since 1906. The Berlin team of only 33 athletes, included the last minute 
addition of three team members, and O’Hara was the last thanks to 
public subscriptions.  

A newspaper appeal by the Amateur Sports Club of Victoria raised sixty 
of the 200 pounds (a substantial sum in those days) needed for him to 
go, and the rest was donated by John Wren, the infamous Melbourne 
identity who inspired Frank Hardy’s classic novel ‘Power & the Glory’. My 
father wrote to Wren: “In the Argus I read where you were very 
generous in helping me to fulfil my greatest ambition to compete in the 
Games to be held at Berlin this year. Without your generous help I would 
not have been able to go. I have to thank you and I hope I can fulfil the 
confidence you have reposed in me.” 

The three man wrestling team, comprising Garrard, O’Hara and Eddie 
Scarf from Sydney, was probably the best ever from Australia and 
expectations were high. Scarf had won Australia’s first Olympics 
wrestling medal in 1932, with bronze in the light-heavyweight event. 
John was the youngest at 23 years old.  

During the five week sea voyage to Europe aboard SS Mongolia they 
trained on deck and kept fit as best they could, finally disembarking at 
Marseille and taking trains via Paris and Cologne to Berlin.  

Life in the Olympic village was comfortable in the Australian villa 
‘Worms’, and their German hosts were exemplary, with 400 ship 
stewards brought ashore to look after the athletes. Our boys continued 
their training preparations, often working out with Egyptian and South 
African neighbours.  

Herr Hitler’s hopes of German supremacy were dashed on the running 
track with US negro (term of the day) Jesse Owens sweeping four gold 
medals. In the opening ceremony march-past the Australian team was 
received coolly by the crowd for refusing, like some other teams, to give 
the Nazi salute when passing Hitler’s podium. Garrard noted in his diary 
that German officers circulating in the Olympic village would salute them 
formally. 

On the mat, the Australian wrestlers found themselves literally penalised 
by unfamiliar rulings and poor judging. The Australian manager made an 
official protest, and other unhappy teams threatened to boycott the 
competition, including the USA, Canada and Great Britain. Headlines 
spoke of ‘mismanagement and muddling’, and ‘wrestling matches 
reduced to fiascos’. 
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O’Hara’s first bout in the welterweight competition was against Josef 
Paar of Germany, and the Sydney Morning Herald’s report of 03 August 
1936 continued the theme:  

“Contrasting with the efficiency of yesterday’s ceremonial management, 
some of today’s contests were bungled. Wrestlers, including three 
Australians, arrived at the Deutschland Hall at 11 a.m. after weighing-in 
at the village at 8 a.m., not knowing whom they were going to wrestle or 
when. The Australians spent hours in hot dressing-rooms, being 
uncertain of their time of entering the ring. O’Hara was summoned to the 
wrestling ring at 1 p.m. only to be told to return at 6.30 p.m. 

Paar, who is extremely strong, twice tried to throw O’Hara early in the 
bout, but the Australian’s strong defence enabled him to end the first six 
minutes well ahead on points. Early in the second round O’Hara rolled 
Paar off the mat, both wrestlers falling among the journalists. Paar 
nearly caught O’Hara in a rolling fall. Paar, after 11 minutes, was 
suddenly aggressive. O’Hara twice skilfully avoided falls. The German’s 
superiority became more pronounced towards the finish. Despite his 
having been on the defensive for a large proportion of the bout, two 
judges decided in favour of Paar and one in favour of O’Hara”. 

In the second round O’Hara wrestled Alois Samec of Czechoslovakia: 
“O’Hara gained a unanimous decision over Samec, after a bout in which 
the initiative was almost invariably his during the last nine minutes. 
O’Hara profited by two lessons, one from his own first heat, which he 
lost partly because he was too cautious towards the close, and the other 
from Garrard’s bout. O’Hara did not repeat Garrard’s mistake of leaving 
himself open to a rolling fall. In the first six minutes, the pair was almost 
level, two judges being neutral, and one in favour of O’Hara. The 
Czechoslovakian’s defence was strong and several times he escaped 
when O’Hara seemed likely to achieve a fall, but the Australian’s 
determined aggression in the closing minutes left little doubt about the 
decision. He showed special skill in extricating himself from Samec’s 
headlock. O’Hara adhered to Australian methods rather than risk defeat 
in attempting to meet the Continental with similar tactics.” 

Finally in his third round bout O’Hara lost to Ture Andersson of Sweden, 
who went on to win the silver medal: “O’Hara went out in a rolling fall 
when going for another hold”.  

Garrard lost his first two matches and was eliminated. He’d written home 
about meeting the high expectations of winning a ‘world title’ and was 
very disappointed. Scarf won his first bout and then lost two, to be 
eliminated from the competition. 
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The Herald report continues: “All comments on the Australians’ form is 
invalidated by the completely different standards of Continental 
judgement. Nothing they could do would allow them to earn points by 
the system to which they were accustomed, while they, in common with 
Americans, Canadians, Japanese and others, realise that the extreme 
difficulty of obtaining a decision over Europeans is a farcical experience. 
Berlin is out to convince Australia that sending wrestlers to Europe is a 
waste of money, unless Australian methods are brought in line with 
those of the Continent.”  

The Australians’ final day of wrestling was reported intriguingly: “The 
wrestlers might have magnified the treatment into a source of 
violence....but realising their experience is not isolated, eventually 
treated it as a bitter joke as they ate sausage brought to their dressing 
room”. But it also noted that “the spirit of sportsmanship among the 
competitors of all nations has been splendid throughout”.  

What a stark contrast to today’s sense of entitlement and grievance 
amongst our elite sports people! 

Hobart Mercury 06 August: “O’Hara, who left for Berlin by public 
subscription, feels his defeat keenly. Australia may be satisfied that her 
wrestlers fought well by the standards they recognise, but lost in a tower 
of Babel”.  

By then the Australians were revising their high opinions of their hosts, 
as Hitler’s attempt to make the Games a patriotic Nazi demonstration 
became apparent, and particularly his refusal to greet Jesse Owens.  

An Eddie Scarf memoir relates: ‘’At the conclusion of the wrestling 
competition, Australian celebrations in a hotel disturbed high-ranking 
Nazi officials staying there, and storm troopers were dispatched to 
silence them. The Australian defence was lead enthusiastically by the 
wrestlers, and the troops were seen off fairly easy and quickly – some in 
the team seeing the skirmish as a consolation prize for the unfair loss of 
a wrestling gold medal.’’ 

Garrard and O’Hara left the team in Berlin after the Games, and came 
home the long way round, by taking the Cunard liner S.S. Aquitania to 
New York, and then driving to California.  


